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maxIT Healthcare Ranked as Top Overall
Professional Services Firm in KLAS
Named Best in KLAS for 2011
Westfield, IN — December 2011 — maxIT Healthcare, a leading information technology
professional services firm for healthcare providers, is ranked as the Top Overall Professional
Services Firm in KLAS Enterprise’s 2011 Best in KLAS Awards: Software and Services report. Published annually, the report ranks vendors in key market segments of the healthcare
information technology industry.
“I’m so proud of all of our employees for contributing to this award. We built our company
on the premise that if we hire smart, experienced professionals and take care of them,
they, in turn, will take care of our clients. It‘s great to have KLAS validate our belief that our
consultants are the best in the industry,” said Parker Hinshaw, Chairman and co-Founder
of maxIT.
“We would like to thank our clients for their feedback and participation in KLAS. We
are honored by this award, and truly value our relationships with each of them. This is
particularly rewarding because we have clearly improved the quality of our services even
while growing 170% over the past two years,” added Mike Sweeney, maxIT President and
CEO. “The significant investment we have made in expanding our management consulting
and other service offerings is definitely providing great value to our customers. This Best
in KLAS recognition along with being named in Modern Healthcare’s Best Places to Work
in Healthcare for the second year in a row makes us very proud.”
KLAS rankings measure a vendor’s performance in areas of product quality, implementation,
and service and support. The top-rated companies in key market categories earned the
2011 Best in KLAS distinction, signifying their leadership in meeting customer expectations.
The award is reserved for companies in the largest and most impactful market segments.
“Since 1998, KLAS has been committed to helping healthcare providers make decisions
based on candid peer feedback,” says Adam Gale, KLAS president. “Best in KLAS rankings
mark those vendors who best keep their promises in their market segments for offering a
combination of superior products, strong service, and high customer value. We hope these
ratings continue to help providers find transparency from their vendors in making purchasing
decisions.”
To learn more about 2011 Best in KLAS Awards: Software and Services report, or to
purchase the full report, healthcare providers and vendors can visit www.KLASresearch.
com/reports.
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About KLAS
KLAS is a research firm specializing in monitoring and reporting the performance of
healthcare vendors. KLAS’ mission is to improve delivery of healthcare, by independently
measuring vendor performance for the benefit of healthcare provider partners, consultants,
investors, and vendors by collecting accurate, honest and impartial provider experiences.
Working together with executives from over 4500 hospitals and over 2500 clinics, KLAS
delivers timely reports, trends, and statistics, which provide a solid overview of vendor
performance in the industry. KLAS measures performance of software, professional
services, medical equipment, and infrastructure vendors. For more information,
go to www.KLASresearch.com, email marketing@KLASresearch.com, or call
1-800-920-4109 to speak with a KLAS representative. Follow KLAS on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/KLASresearch.

About maxIT Healthcare, LLC
maxIT Healthcare has been completely focused on Healthcare Information Technology since
its inception in 2001. With nearly 1,000 employees, maxIT is the trusted information
technology advisor and partner to more than 400 healthcare organizations, providing
seasoned professionals and expert guidance to maximize quality, safety, and financial
performance. maxIT’s key goals are to contribute to our client’s success and to provide a
supportive culture for our employees. maxIT Healthcare is a portfolio company of Riordan,
Lewis & Haden | Equity Partners, a leading private equity firm based in Los Angeles, CA.
For more information, please visit www.maxithc.com, or follow maxIT Healthcare on
Facebook and Twitter.
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